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1. INTRODUCTION
1.

I received instructions from Marcus Lane Group, acting on behalf of the Hobsons Bay City
Council (the Council), to prepare a statement of planning evidence in relation to
Amendment C131hbay (the amendment) to the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme.

2.

The amendment proposes to substantially update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to
implement the Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy 2019 (the Housing Strategy), the Hobsons
Bay Neighbourhood Character Study 2019 (the Neighbourhood Character Study) and the
Hobsons Bay Activity Centres Strategy 2019-36 (the Activity Centres Strategy)1.

3.

The amendment also proposes to update the planning scheme in line with a series of
planning reforms, including the introduction of an integrated Planning Policy Framework
(PPF) and reformed residential zones and implement policy direction from various
documents adopted by the Council.

4.

Particularly, the amendment seeks to:
▪

Replace the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and the Local Planning Policy
Framework (LPPF) at Clause 21 and Clause 22 of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme
by introducing a Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS) at Clauses 02.01-02.04 and local
policies within the Planning Policy Framework (PPF), consistent with the structure
introduced to the Victoria Planning Provisions (the VPPs) by Amendment VC148;

▪

Rezone residential land throughout the municipality2 from the General Residential Zone
(GRZ) to a combination of the Residential Growth Zone (RGZ), GRZ and
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ), with varying schedules;

▪

Introduce and apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay to areas identified within
the Neighbourhood Character Study as having special character worthy of protection;
and

1
2

Among other strategic documents also proposed to be implemented by the amendment.
With the exclusion of land in parts of Newport, that will form part of a future structure planning process.
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▪
5.

Make various consequential changes.

I was not involved in the preparation of the amendment or any of the strategies that the
amendment seeks to implement. I was engaged following the referral of submissions to the
amendment to this Panel.

1.1 My evidence
6.

My instructions are attached to my evidence at Appendix C.

7.

I have been instructed to:
▪

Review the exhibited material for the Amendment, including the relevant background
documentation.

▪

Consider and express opinions about whether I support Council’s position in its
exhibited form. Specifically, I am instructed to consider whether Council’s residential
zone translation (in particular the Schedules and policies) respond appropriately to
PPN90 and PPN91.

▪

Review the submissions received in response to exhibition of the Amendment.

▪

Respond to the issues raised in the opposing submissions and consider Council’s
proposed response to the opposing submissions.

8.

My evidence takes a strategic view of the amendment. Particularly, I have reviewed whether
the Council’s Housing Strategy, Neighbourhood Character Study and the amendment are
strategically justified, having regard to the direction provided in Planning Practice Notes 90
and 91 (PPN90 and PPN91).

9.

I have not been asked to peer review the Housing Strategy or Neighbourhood Character
Study. I have also not been asked to consider the urban design justifications for the built
form elements of the controls, such as the appropriateness of building heights and ResCode
variations adopted in zone schedules.
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10.

In preparing this statement, I have:
▪

Read the exhibited amendment documentation, including the explanatory report,
ordinance and mapping changes;

▪

Read the Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy 2019 (the Housing Strategy), the Hobsons
Bay Neighbourhood Character Study July 2019 (the Neighbourhood Character Study)
and the Hobsons Bay Activity Centres Strategy 2019-36 (the Activity Centres Strategy);

▪

Considered other strategies and studies that are proposed to be implemented by this
amendment3;

▪

Considered relevant aspects of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme, including the
Planning Policy Framework and any relevant background document;

▪

Considered Plan Melbourne 2017-2050;

▪

Considered the Practitioner’s Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes;

▪

Considered relevant Practice Notes (including PPN43: Understanding Neighbourhood
Character; PPN46: Strategic Assessment Guidelines, PPN58: Structure Planning for
Activity Centres, PPN59: The Role of Mandatory Provisions in Planning Schemes,
PPN13: Incorporated and Background Documents, PPN90: Planning for Housing,
PPN91: Applying the Residential Zones and PPN92: Managing Buffers for Land Use
Compatibility);

▪

Considered relevant Ministerial Directions (including the Ministerial Direction on the
Form and Content of Planning Schemes, Ministerial Direction No. 1 – Potentially
Contaminated Land, Ministerial Direction No. 9 – Metropolitan Strategy and Ministerial
Direction No. 11 – Strategic Assessment of Amendments);

▪

Read the submissions received by the planning authority to the amendment; and

3

I have considered the background documents to the amendment (aside from the Housing Strategy and Neighbourhood
Character Study) at a high level.
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▪
11.

Read the agenda to the relevant Council meeting that has considered this amendment.

My evidence is based on the post-exhibition version of the amendment. Notably, that
version of the amendment proposes some minor changes to local policy and seeks to
rezone 8-26 Castle Street, Williamstown (to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ4))
and 8 Bath Place and 11 Wellington Street, Williamstown (to the General Residential Zone
(GRZ2)).

12.

My opinion on the Amendment is in Section 2 of my statement and my conclusion in Section
3 summarises my opinion.
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2. PLANNING EVIDENCE
2.1 Overview
13.

There are essentially two key matters relevant to my evidence that arise from the
amendment, which are:
▪

Whether the amendment adopts the appropriate residential zone and policy structure,
having regard to the guidance outlined in PPN90 and PPN91, the architecture of the
Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs) and the direction in the Housing Strategy, the
Neighbourhood Character Study and the Activity Centres Strategy; and

▪
14.

Whether the proposed MPS and PPF have been appropriately drafted.

Having reviewed the submissions to the planning authority, it appears to me that the second
matter is relatively uncontentious, save for the policy settings in relation to industrial land.

15.

Having regard to the strategic planning context for the municipality, I have framed my
assessment and evidence around the following questions:
▪

What is the strategic context for housing within Hobsons Bay?

▪

Does the Housing Strategy and Amendment appropriately identify expected levels of
housing change, consistent with the criteria outlined in PPN90?

▪

Is the selection of the residential zones appropriate and consistent with the guidance
provided by PPN90 and PPN91?

▪

Does the amendment provide appropriate guidance in relation to neighbourhood
character?

▪

Is the application of the Neighbourhood Character Overlay appropriate?

▪

Will the implementation of the Housing Strategy meet population growth?

▪

Does the drafting of the Municipal Planning Strategy and Planning Policy Framework
follow relevant practice guidance?
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16.

These matters are addressed within this section of my statement.

17.

Before turning to the amendment in detail, I observe that this is the first amendment of its
type to amend the residential zone framework following the introduction of PPN90 and
PPN91.

18.

I am aware that the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) has
provided detailed guidance to the Council on how the amendment should be drafted,
having regard to practice guidance.

19.

My office has also had discussions with DELWP on behalf of and in conjunction with other
councils on issues of PPF and residential zone translation. At a broad level, it appears to
me that the advice we have received from DELWP in those other matters is consistent with
the direction given to Hobsons Bay by the Department in pursuing this amendment.

20.

My assessment of the amendment is informed by an understanding of these issues, as well
as through my review of Moonee Valley Amendment C193moon, which implemented the
MPS and PPF into that planning scheme.

2.2 What is the strategic context for hous ing in Hobsons Bay?
21.

Hobsons Bay is an inner-middle urban municipality in Melbourne’s south-west, with an
estimated resident population at the 2016 ABS Census of approximately 93,445 persons4.

22.

In terms of its physical context, the municipality is located along the Melbourne-Geelong
road corridor and has an extensive foreshore fronting Port Phillip Bay. Clause 21.02 of the
Planning Scheme describes the city as follows:

Hobsons Bay is sometimes described as the hidden gem of Melbourne’s west. It is located
on the northern shore of Port Phillip Bay between seven and 20 kilometres south-west of
central Melbourne. It shares boundaries with the City of Wyndham to the west and the Cities
of Maribyrnong and Brimbank to the north. To the east and the south, the municipality is

4

ABS 2016 Census.
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bounded by water. The municipality has an area of 66 square kilometres5. Hobsons Bay is
home to the diverse and vibrant communities of Altona, Altona Meadows, Altona North,
Brooklyn, Laverton, Newport, Seabrook, Seaholme, South Kingsville, Spotswood,
Williamstown and Williamstown North. Each of these communities has its own unique
character, ranging from the historic seaport of Williamstown, with its range of heritage
buildings, to the newer residential areas of Altona Meadows and Seabrook.
23.

The City of Hobsons Bay is flanked by the City of Maribyrnong (to the north) and the City of
Wyndham (to the west). The Princes Highway and West Gate Freeway form a hard northern
boundary, while the Yarra River and Hobsons Bay (east) and Port Phillip Bay (south) are
the City’s other important edges.

24.

The municipality is predominantly industrial6, with dispersed residential pockets, generally
along the foreshore to Port Phillip Bay and around the railway line corridors.

25.

Much of the residential land within the eastern part of the municipality (Williamstown and
Newport) is identified as being of heritage significance and is affected by the Heritage
Overlay. Some land within Spotswood and Altona is within the inner and outer advisory
areas of Major Hazard Facilities (MHFs), which also present limitations to development.
Vulnerability to sea level rise and foreshore flooding are also issues which are likely to
constrain future development within the municipality.

26.

There are opportunities to accommodate housing growth within the municipality,
acknowledging its proximity to the Melbourne Central Business District, its activity centres
and its location along the Werribee and Williamstown railway lines.

27.

The transition of some large-scale industrial brownfield sites to strategic residential
redevelopment sites present further opportunities to accommodating residential growth.

5

It is the seventh smallest metropolitan municipality by land area and the third smallest by population
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_government_areas_of_Victoria)
6 Residential Zones State of Play Report – Western Subregion.
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28.

In line with these opportunities for growth, Plan Melbourne and the Hobsons Bay Planning
Scheme outline expectations for increased population growth and, in turn, increased
demand for housing.

29.

Plan Melbourne locates Hobsons Bay within the western subregion. The metropolitan
strategy forecasts that an additional 365,000-385,000 new dwellings will be required within
this subregion to 2051. It is anticipated that between 150,000-160,000 new dwellings will
be provided within established areas in the subregion.7

30.

The metropolitan strategy also identifies Altona, Altona North and Williamstown as major
activity centres. Major activity centres and areas adjacent to railway stations are identified
within Plan Melbourne as areas where more housing growth and increased densities should
be supported.8

31.

Within the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme, Clause 21.02 (Hobsons Bay Key Issues and
Strategic Vision) projects a population increase from 89,800 in 2015 to 91,500 by 2020.9

32.

The same clause identifies the following key issues for housing:
▪

Protecting the quality and character of existing suburbs from pressure associated with
urban consolidation.

▪

Protecting places and precincts of local heritage significance from inappropriate
development.

▪

Protecting the foreshore from increasing high rise residential development pressure.

▪

The use of basement parking in areas potentially at risk from climate change,
particularly sea level rise and storm surge events.

7

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, p. 47.
Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, Policy 2.2.3.
9 These estimates from the planning scheme appear to have been outpaced. In this regard, I note that the 2016 Census
population is greater than the estimated 2020 population from Clause 21.02.
8
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▪

Pressure to rezone and develop Strategic Redevelopment Areas prior to completion of
a necessary planning framework.

▪

Defining a new neighbourhood character for the Strategic Redevelopment Areas which
balances character and costs associated with remediation of former industrial sites.

▪

Accommodating urban growth largely in Strategic Redevelopment Areas to facilitate
urban consolidation.

33.

▪

Encouraging environmentally sustainable development.

▪

Balancing sustainable design with the protection of heritage.

While these issues are relevant to the assessment of planning permit applications, I
acknowledge that these are also key strategic issues that should be considered in strategic
planning exercises for housing within the municipality.

34.

The Strategic Framework Plan at Clause 21.02-5 identifies the current composition of the
municipality’s residential areas

- Established Residential

Areas and Strategic

Redevelopment Areas.
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Strategic Framework Plan (Source: Clause 21.02-5 of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme)

35.

Given the constraints on development, particularly in the eastern part of the municipality
and along the foreshore, the most significant housing growth in the City is directed to the
City’s strategic redevelopment areas.

36.

They key policy guidance at state level for housing is found at Clauses 11 ‘Settlement’ and
16 ‘Housing’ of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme.

37.

Clause 11.02-1S ‘Urban growth’ of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme seeks to ensure a
sufficient supply of land is available for residential and other uses. It identifies the following
strategies (as relevant):
▪

Plan to accommodate projected population growth over at least a 15 year period and
provide clear direction on locations where growth should occur. Residential land supply
will be considered on a municipal basis, rather than a town-by-town basis.

▪

Planning for urban growth should consider:
-

Opportunities for the consolidation, redevelopment and intensification of existing
urban areas.
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38.

-

Neighbourhood character and landscape considerations.

-

The limits of land capability and natural hazards and environmental quality.

-

Service limitations and the cost of providing infrastructure.

The Victorian Government population projections and land supply estimates are identified
as policy documents at this clause. I have considered these projections and estimates later
in my evidence.

39.

Clause 16.01-1S seeks to facilitate well-located, integrated and diverse housing that meets
community needs. It identifies strategies that seek to:
▪

Ensure that an appropriate quantity, quality and type of housing is provided, including
aged care facilities and other housing suitable for older people, supported
accommodation for people with disability, rooming houses, student accommodation
and social housing.

▪

Increase the proportion of housing in designated locations in established urban areas
(including under-utilised urban land) and reduce the share of new dwellings in
greenfield, fringe and dispersed development areas.

▪

Encourage higher density housing development on sites that are well located in relation
to jobs, services and public transport.

▪

Identify opportunities for increased residential densities to help consolidate urban areas.

▪

Facilitate diverse housing that offers choice and meets changing household needs by
widening housing diversity through a mix of housing types.

▪

Encourage the development of well-designed housing that:
-

Provides a high level of internal and external amenity.

-

Incorporates universal design and adaptable internal dwelling design.
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-

Support opportunities for a range of income groups to choose housing in wellserviced locations.

▪

Plan for growth areas to provide for a mix of housing types through a variety of lot sizes,
including higher housing densities in and around activity centres.

40.

Clause 16.01-1R ‘Housing supply – Metropolitan Melbourne’ identifies strategies that seek
to:
▪

Facilitate increased housing in established areas to create a city of 20-minute
neighbourhoods close to existing services, jobs and public transport.

▪

Provide certainty about the scale of growth by prescribing appropriate height and site
coverage provisions for different areas.

▪

Allow for a range of minimal, incremental and high change residential areas that balance
the need to protect valued areas with the need to ensure choice and growth in housing.

41.

I have considered this context in my evidence.

42.

These strategies are relevant both to decisions on planning applications and the formulation
and implementation of strategic work, such as the Housing Strategy and Neighbourhood
Character Study.

43.

I consider that the State and regional policy direction, along with relevant practice notes,
provide guidance to councils in how to undertake broad settlement and housing planning
exercises.

44.

The Housing Strategy is necessary to plan for future residential development in the
municipality and to ensure that the right homes are being provided in the right places.

45.

What I observe from these settings is that Hobsons Bay will make a small, but important
contribution to increased housing opportunity in metropolitan Melbourne. However, from a
broader strategic picture, it is just as important to the metropolitan region that new housing
doesn’t adversely affect important industries, such as the Major Hazard Facilities, the
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petrochemical industries and the Port. These settings have implications for the overall
approach to housing in this municipality.
2.3 The VPP approach to residen tial zo nes
46.

Since the introduction of the VPPs in the late 1990s, there has been successive reform of
the suite of residential zones over a number of years, most substantially advanced with the
introduction of the ‘new’ residential zones (the RGZ, GRZ and NRZ) in 2013 and
subsequent amendments to those zones in 2017.

47.

The original Residential 1, 2 and 3 Zones (which were introduced with the commencement
of the VPPs) were a focus of the 2007 Making Local Policy Stronger review. That review
identified a need for more certainty in the application of the zones, flagging areas for ‘gogo’ (substantial change), slow-go (incremental change) and no-go (limited change), to
better support the directions of state and local policy on where growth should occur.

48.

Arguably, while the Residential 1, 2 and 3 Zones did provide an opportunity to designate
change, the Residential 2 and 3 zones were not widely applied by many local governments.
These resulted in the Residential 1 Zone being the ‘default’ zone across many
municipalities, including Hobsons Bay.

49.

Successive reviews and advisory committees10 in the late 2000s and early 2010s had
sought to further the recommendations of the Making Local Policy Stronger review and
support the concept of identifying high, medium and low growth areas, whilst also
recognising that significant residential development will continue to occur in other zones.11

50.

The introduction of reformed residential zones in 2013 enabled a more targeted approach
to manage change (substantial, incremental and minimal) across the residential zone
hierarchy. The implementation of this reform occurred in parallel with the introduction of

10

See for instance the New Residential Zones for Victoria Advisory Committee (2009) report and the Residential Zones
Progress Report – as noted in the Managing Residential Development Standing Advisory Committee Report (2016).
11 Such as the Activity Centre Zone, Priority Development Zone, Comprehensive Development Zone and Mixed Use Zone.
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Plan Melbourne (Mk I), which identified a need to provide an additional 1.5 million new
dwellings towards 2051 to meet expected population growth.
51.

The introduction of these zones, and other reforms of the time (and more recently ), are
notable in that they represent a paradigmatic shift in the architecture of the VPPs, with a
move away from a predominantly performance-based system of controls where change is
managed via policy or context to a more prescriptive regime, which include mandatory
provisions for height and (at the time of its introduction) a dwelling cap in the NRZ.

52.

Advisory committees of the era following the introduction of these zones12 observed the
varied application of the zones and concerns about the widespread application of the NRZ,
with its dwelling cap provision having significant potential to affect housing supply.

53.

Further amendments to the reformed zones in 2017, such as the removal of the dwelling
cap in the NRZ, the refinement of the mandatory height provisions and the introduction of
the garden area requirement in the GRZ and NRZ responded to the criticisms of the zones
and their varied implementation.

54.

The emergence of new practice in guidance in PPN90 and PPN91 in December 2019 has
also provided a more consistent framework for councils to consider the necessary strategic
work required to inform the application of new zones, and how to best apply the zones in
the context of a hierarchy of change across the municipality.

55.

What I observe from the recent reform of 2017 and guidance in 2019 is that the ‘problems’
of the residential zone reform that emerged in 2013 and 2014 have largely been resolved,
by reform to the provisions and better practice guidance.

56.

The new practice notes provide an appropriate framework for assessing whether the
amendment provides appropriate direction for housing within the municipality.

57.

It is within this context that I have considered the amendment.

12

Most notably the Residential Zones Standing Advisory Committee and the Managing Residential Development Advisory
Committee.
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2.4 Does the Housing Strategy and amendment appropriately identify
expected levels o f ho using change?
58.

PPN90 provides information and guidance about how to plan for housing growth and
protect neighbourhood character.13 It effectively provides an expression of how the
development and implementation of housing and character strategies should respond to
relevant State and regional policies at Clauses 11, 15 and 16 to meet directions for
settlement, housing and character.14

59.

The Practice Note acknowledges that a ‘balanced approach’ is required to managing
residential development. Particularly:

When planning to accommodate projected population and housing change, planning
authorities are required to effectively plan for this change by considering relevant
environmental, social and economic factors, and where conflict arises, balance
competing objectives in favour of net community benefit and sustainable
development.15
60.

This reflects the requirement for integrated decision-making at Clause 72.01 of the
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme.

61.

In achieving this, the practice guidance recognises that each municipality will need to plan
for growth in a way that is relevant to its context, as different areas will experience the
effects of growth in different ways.

62.

One of the key ways that PPN90 envisages that the tension between growth, change and
protection of character can be managed is through the identification of housing change
areas.

63.

The concept of identifying levels of change within housing strategies and policy (and more
recently through the selection of zone controls) is a well-worn path. It is relatively

13

PPN90, p. 1.
PPN90, pp. 2-5.
15 PPN90, p. 1.
14
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commonplace for councils to designate areas for increased housing change within
strategies and their planning schemes.
64.

PPN90 adopts a set of general criteria for identifying housing change areas that seeks to
standardise this exercise in line with expectations within metropolitan strategy of how and
where growth should be accommodated.

65.

The Practice Note requires housing and neighbourhood character studies to inform the
development of a Residential Development Framework, which identifies housing change
areas – generally comprising minimal, incremental and substantial change areas.16

66.

PPN90 articulates that each of these change areas should play a different role in achieving
growth across any municipality, as summarised below:

67.

▪

Minimal change: Protecting neighbourhood character.

▪

Incremental change: Consolidating existing urban areas.

▪

Substantial change: Planning for intensification.17

The practice guidance acknowledges that change is relative to its context and that the
existing built form of an area is the starting point for the assessment of change.18

68.

The Housing Strategy and this amendment adopt these three change designations, but
also includes another: Moderate change. This change level sits between Incremental and
Substantial. The Housing Strategy identifies that moderate change areas will evolve up to
three storeys while respecting neighbourhood character.

69.

Relative to the change area designations identified in the practice guidance, it appears to
me that areas identified for moderate change might have some characteristics of

16

PPN90, p. 10.
PPN90, p. 10.
18 PPN90, p. 10.
17
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incremental change areas and some characteristics of substantial change, but not
sufficiently so to fall squarely within either category.
70.

PPN90 provides guidance on additional change areas and notes that:

A framework for managing change typically comprises the delineation of minimal,
incremental and substantial change areas.
A greater breakdown of housing change areas may be acceptable provided there is a
strong strategic basis for the approach and the additional housing change areas
reflect preferred development outcomes that are legible and clear so that the type of
change being sought broadly falls within the boundaries of the broader minimal,
incremental and substantial change categories.19
71.

The Council has assessed all areas within the municipality based on their strategic context,
accessibility and built form to identify the levels of change for each location.

72.

At a broad level, I consider that the Council has appropriately adopted the levels of change
identified within PPN90. I further consider that the application of these change designations
re appropriate, having regard to the constraints and opportunities for different parts of the
municipality.

73.

I analyse each change designation in detail below, having regard to the criteria outlined in
PPN90.

Minimal change areas
74.

PPN90 outlines that minimal change areas have characteristics that are ‘sufficiently special’
and should be protected because of heritage, neighbourhood, environmental or landscape
characteristics. It further notes that they can be areas where the ability to safely

19

PPN90, p. 10.
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accommodate more residential development is constrained, due to environmental risks, or
adverse amenity.20
75.

The Housing Strategy and amendment adopts minimal change for areas that are either:
▪

Subject to a Heritage Overlay;

▪

Subject to an environmental constraint, such as flooding (identified in an overlay);

▪

Within the inner and outer advisory areas of Major Hazard Facilities; and/or

▪

Areas of strong neighbourhood character, proposed to also be protected by the
Neighbourhood Character Overlay.

76.

In my view, these are appropriate considerations to warrant land being included within the
minimal change designation, due to their constraints or significance.

77.

I particularly note that the application of this change designation in proximity to Major
Hazard Facilities21 is appropriate with the policy intent of Clauses 13.07-2S, which seek to
minimise the risk to humans and property arising from incompatible development.

78.

The reasons for applying the minimal change designation is also consistent with the criteria
outlined in PPN90.

Incremental change areas
79.

PPN90 identifies that incremental change areas are those areas which have capacity for
housing growth, but within the context of the existing character of the area, noting that that
character will change over time.22

80.

Incremental change areas in this amendment include parts of the municipality that are
identified as:

20

PPN90, p. 11.
That is, land within the inner and outer advisory areas of these facilities.
22 PPN90, p. 12.
21
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▪

Being located close to areas zoned for Industry and likely to be affected by a degree of
adverse amenity;

▪

Having a distinct or strong character (such as the Rifle Range and the foreshore);
and/or

▪
81.

Being distant or remote from shops or services.

In these areas, the Housing Strategy encourages incremental change to occur, in the
context of existing or preferred character. It accepts that these areas have some capacity
for growth, but that it must respect existing character.

82.

In my view, these are reasonable circumstances to encourage a lower level (that is,
incremental) of change. These are clearly not constraints that would warrant the degree of
protection afforded to minimal change areas, but provide limitations to future consolidation
that see these areas lower in the change hierarchy.

Moderate change areas
83.

There is no ‘moderate change’ area identified within PPN90. However, as I observed earlier,
PPN90 does allow for additional levels of change within the change designations identified
in the practice note.

84.

85.

The Housing Strategy adopts this level of change for parts of the municipality that:
▪

Have good access to railway stations; and/or

▪

Are proximate to some of the municipality’s lower order activity centres.

I note that the Housing Strategy adopts moderate change as a level of change in between
incremental and substantial change.

86.

In these areas, change is expected. The Housing Strategy encourages this to occur at a
more intense scale than what is expected in incremental change areas. This is consistent
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with State and regional level policy that promotes increased densities close to and within
activity centres and adjacent to public transport.
87.

Perhaps due to these areas being around some of the ‘lower order’ activity centres, or near
stations that do not have a wide variety of shops and services, the Housing Strategy does
not anticipate that these areas will experience a scale of change consistent with notions of
substantial change.

88.

In this respect, I consider that moderate change appears to embody some of the
characteristics of what PPN90 would consider to be incremental and substantial change,
but not all. In this context, I consider that a separate designation of ‘moderate change’ is
appropriate.

89.

In my view, this is also consistent with the direction in PPN90 that would allow for a greater
breakdown of change, where it reflects different preferred development outcomes. This is
clearly articulated within the Housing Strategy.

Substantial change areas
90.

PPN90 identifies that substantial change areas are where housing intensification will occur,
resulting in a substantially different scale and intensity of housing compared to other areas
of the municipality. It designates areas in and around activity centres, along public transport
corridors and strategic redevelopment sites. The level of change expected here is to
facilitate growth that takes advantage of proximity to jobs, services and transport,
consistent with State and regional policy.23

91.

The amendment and Housing Strategy notes that substantial change areas include parts
of the municipality that are:
▪

23

Key opportunity sites / strategic redevelopment areas;

PPN90, p. 12.
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▪

Residential parts of higher order activity centres (such as the Pier Street Activity
Centre);

▪

Around train stations that are not subject to heritage constraints (such as Altona,
Westona, Laverton and Aircraft); and/or

▪

On some main roads that provide a strong link between activity centres (such as Millers
Road).

92.

These areas are anticipated to experience the highest level of change. The criteria that has
been adopted for substantial change areas is consistent with the criteria outlined in PPN90
– notably that those areas be close to jobs, services, facilities or transport, be strategic
redevelopment areas and facilitate growth and housing diversity.

93.

Overall, it is my opinion that the levels of change adopted by the Council are sound and
strategically justified. They form an appropriate set of criteria by which to delineate different
residential areas within the municipality. The change areas are, at a strategic level, applied
in a logical manner that seeks to provide appropriate guidance for how and where
residential development should occur within the municipality.

94.

I also consider that this is consistent with the guidance outlined in PPN90.

Observations about change designations for particular areas
95.

I have established that I generally consider that the amendment’s approach to identifying
levels of change is appropriate at a strategic level.

96.

However, I note that some submissions consider that some parts of the municipality have
been incorrectly designated into one change category or another.

97.

Having accepted the that the criteria for each level of change is sound, I have assessed the
matters raised in submissions using these criteria.

98.

I particularly note that a significant number of submitters in areas close to activity centres
and railway stations consider that their areas should not be identified for substantial or
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moderate change, because it would encourage an intensity of development that is
incongruent with existing character.
99.

In these areas, I observe that the strategic thrust of policy at a State and regional level
within the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme would encourage consolidation in the absence
of any further constraint (e.g. heritage, as found in Williamstown and Newport).

100. For instance, policy at Clauses 16.01-1S and 16.01-1R seeks to facilitate increased
housing in areas close to existing services, jobs and transport and notes that housing
development opportunities include major activity centres, areas near existing and proposed
railway stations that support transit-oriented development and neighbourhood centres,
particularly those with good public transport connections.
101. The planning scheme is very clear that the strategic settings for these areas envisage that
the existing character will change. I note that it is a strategy at Clause 15.01-1S to:

Ensure the preferred neighbourhood character is consistent with medium and higher
density housing outcomes in areas identified for increased housing.
102. It follows that these areas are appropriate for moderate or substantial change and that the
character of these areas is expected to change over time.
103. I support the amendment’s approach to these areas.
104. Some submitters also raise concern about the residential areas of Spotswood located east
of Hall Street. These areas are currently identified as being for minimal and incremental
change. The Housing Strategy notates the reasons for this designation as “minimal change

in areas surrounded by industry”.24
105. The submitters consider that these areas are inappropriately designated. They say that the
site’s locational characteristics should lead to a conclusion that the area should be
designated for moderate change, instead.

24

Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy, Volume 2, p. 77.
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Housing Strategy extract showing land east of Hall Street in Spotswood designated for minimal
and incremental change

106. It is clear to me from my review of the strategic context of this part of Spotswood that there
are certainly characteristics which would weigh in favour of the location being identified for
moderate change. These characteristics include proximity to the railway station and the
neighbourhood centre further to the west.
107. However, the area is relatively isolated from other residential areas and likely to experience
some form of amenity impact from its siting within a broader industrial area.
108. The industrial area is identified in the proposed Strategic Framework Plan at Clause 02.04
as ‘significant industrial land’.
109. This industrial area is also identified in the Melbourne Commercial and Industrial Land Use

Plan (MICLUP) as regionally significant industrial land. The Strategy describes the
Spotswood Precinct as offering significant industrial land holdings strategically located
adjacent to the Port of Melbourne.
110. It also notes that the storage of and operation of petrochemical industries within and
adjacent to this precinct requires significant buffers which need to be protected.25

25

MICLUP, p. 52.
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111. To this extent, I note that parts of this residential area are within the outer advisory area of
two Major Hazard Facilities.
112. While I accept that there is a live question as to which designation is appropriate, a strategic
decision must be made as to whether more value should be placed on the area’s
opportunities (which would warrant designation as moderate change) or its constraint
(which would warrant its designation as minimal and incremental change).
113. On balance, I consider that the area’s designation for minimal and incremental change is
appropriate. Existing policy seeks to manage land use conflict with industry and the area is
in proximity to significant industrial land and Major Hazard Facilities. In these
circumstances, it is appropriate to limit development within this location because of these
constraints.
114. More broadly (and beyond this pocket of Spotswood) there will be parts of the municipality
that display characteristics, opportunities or constraints that could realistically result in such
locations being identified for one change designation or another.
115. In my view, it is important to ensure that the criteria for change designations are
appropriately set out within the Strategy and then applied in a consistent manner.
116. The Strategy’s use of strategic context, accessibility and built form as guiding criteria are
appropriate to undertake this exercise.
117. Applying these broad criteria will always require an exercise of judgement and balancing to
be undertaken, which is recognised within PPN90. ‘Balance’ does not mean that all matters
are considered equally. Deliberate decisions must be made about which characteristics,
opportunities and constraints are prioritised.
118. Undoubtedly, there will be some areas where the pendulum weighs in favour of privileging
an area’s opportunities over its constraints. Equally, the reverse situation may apply.
119. In my view, the Housing Strategy has generally demonstrated suitable balance and
judgement in its approach.
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120.
121. It follows that I consider that the amendment uses appropriate criteria to identify change
areas throughout the municipality and that these considerations are consistent with PPN90.
2.5 Is the selectio n o f the residential zones appropriate and consistent with
the guidance outlined in PPN90 and PPN91?
122. Having considered that the change designations are consistent with guidance outlined in
PPN90 for managing change, I have then turned my mind to whether the application of the
zones is consistent with the directions outlined in PPN91.
123. As I observed in Section 2.3 of my statement, the guidance provided by PPN90 and PPN91
has assisted in clarifying the intent of the application of each of the residential zones.
124. For instance, I think it is fair to observe that, across the industry and in decision-making,
the general sense has been to consider each residential zone as providing a separate level
of change – consistent with notions of minimal, incremental and substantial change,
whereby the NRZ, GRZ and RGZ are applied accordingly in that order and to those change
designations.
125. PPN91 clarifies that the NRZ is not just a minimal change zone. It can also be applied to
areas identified for incremental change. Similarly, the GRZ and RGZ are both incremental
and substantial change zones.26
126. The Practice Note observes that:

A choice about which residential zone to apply will always need to be made. This
choice must be based on the strategic outcomes being sought by the MPS and PPF.
The ‘test’ is whether the residential zone implements the relevant strategic framework
plan or residential development framework plan identified in the MPS.

26

PPN91, p. 5.
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The right residential zone will reflect the true development capacity of the land. If the
land is impacted by special attributes or physical constraints that are identified in the
MPS and PPF, then a residential zone should be applied that aligns with these
attributes or constraints.
Applying the right residential zone also provides the opportunity to apply local
requirements to achieve preferred built form outcomes identified in the MPS and local
policies.27
127. The amendment proposes the following zone applications:
▪

Minimal change – Neighbourhood Residential Zone;

▪

Incremental change – Neighbourhood Residential Zone (with some areas – such as Mill
Lane, Williamstown and the Rifle Range in the General Residential Zone);

▪

Moderate change – General Residential Zone; and

▪

Substantial change – Residential Growth Zone.

128. The use of these zones is consistent with the guidance in PPN91 and the table to that
practice guidance.
129. I also consider that the application of these zones is generally appropriate, having regard
to the purpose of these zones.
130. I have observed that the NRZ is proposed to be applied as the key implementation
mechanism for both minimal and incremental change areas. I note that PPN91 does
indicate that the NRZ can be applied to these change designations.
131. Generally, this is managed through the use of different zoning schedules to distinguish
these areas, with minimal change areas exclusively in NRZ schedules 1-4 and incremental
change areas exclusively in NRZ schedules 6, 8, 9 and 10.

27

PPN91, p. 5.
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132. However, this is not always the case. I note that NRZ5 (Altona North and Laverton) and
NRZ7 (Spotswood) include both minimal and incremental change areas. The areas in
minimal change within these locations are due to environmental constraint or proximity to
Major Hazard Facilities.
133. As the Housing Strategy notes, these areas will experience different levels of change over
time.
134. However, there are circumstances where the amendment does not always distinguish
between these categories in a zoning sense.
135. Notwithstanding this, I am satisfied that there is sufficient direction within the amendment
to appropriately differentiate the outcomes expected in these locations. To this extent, I
note that the Municipal Planning Strategy and Planning Policy Framework articulate
different expectations for change within these areas (particularly within Clauses 02.03,
02.04 and 16.01-2L).
136. I particularly note that policy at Clause 16.01-2L has specific direction for minimal change
areas and locations in proximity to Major Hazard Facilities.
137. In this context, I consider that the policy will provide enough guidance to ensure that,
despite both change areas being within the same zone, it is clear that there are different
development expectations for the land.
138. I conclude that the identification of various change levels and the application of the zones
is consistent with PPN90 and PPN91.
139. I also conclude that the accompanying policy is appropriate to guide discretion relevant to
these different change designations.
2.6 Does the amendment provide appropriate guidance in relation to
neighbourhood character?
140. The amendment proposes to implement Council’s Neighbourhood Character Strategy.
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141. The implementation of the Neighbourhood Character Strategy is multi-faceted, with zoning
used as the ‘primary’ guidance for character across land in minimal, incremental and
moderate change areas. In these areas, the zones specify Neighbourhood character
objectives and (in some cases) ResCode variations to support specific neighbourhood
character outcomes.
142. This is supported by character policy guidance at a local level at Clause 15.01-5L ‘Hobsons
Bay preferred neighbourhood character’ and references to character precincts in the
Housing Framework Plan at Clause 02.04 (with precincts aligning to zone schedules for
incremental and moderate change areas).
143. In areas of identified special character, the Neighbourhood Character Overlay is proposed
to be applied.
144. I support the approach that has been adopted by this amendment. Particularly, the use of
the zone as the primary implementation mechanism is consistent with direction in the

Practitioner’s Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes, which notes that zones are the primary
tool for guiding use and development and sets out expectations about what land use and
development activities may be appropriate.28
145. The use of neighbourhood character objectives in the zone provides a key indicator for the
character outcomes to be achieved, having regard to the character precinct. Moreover,
the use of varied ResCode standards provides a strong mechanism to achieve the
outcomes sought by the Neighbourhood Character Strategy in relation to siting and design
for each precinct.
146. Policy in this regard serves a complementary role and provides more municipal-wide
guidance in relation to character.
147. I consider that this approach provides good guidance to decision-makers about the
neighbourhood character matters to be considered when making a decision on a planning
permit. I also observe that is consistent with best practice approaches to modern planning

28

A Practitioner’s Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes, p. 15.
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schemes – whereby the key built form direction utilises zone objectives and ResCode
variations where practicable.
148. The policy excludes land that is affected by the Neighbourhood Character Overlay. I
consider this to be an appropriate outcome, noting that the Neighbourhood Character
Overlay contains Statements of neighbourhood character and objectives, which set out the
valued character elements and preferred character response.

The use of the

Neighbourhood Character Overlay to guide development within those areas is appropriate
and is consistent with the principles in the Practitioner’s Guide which seek to avoid
duplication and use zones and overlays to guide use and development.
149. I also observe that the amendment proposes to exclude land that is affected by a Heritage
Overlay from the neighbourhood character policy. I consider this to be an appropriate
outcome, noting that the amendment proposes local level policy to guide development
within heritage areas. In my view, this provides the most appropriate direction for heritage
areas.
2.7 Is the applicatio n of the Neighbourhood Character Overlay appropriate?
150. The amendment proposes to introduce the Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) to
protect six areas that have been identified by the Neighbourhood Character Study as
displaying special character.
151. These areas are identified as:
▪

Area 1: Freemans Road area, Altona North;

▪

Area 2: Cherry Avenue area, Altona North;

▪

Area 3: Inglis Street, Williamstown North;

▪

Area 4: Chifley Avenue, Altona;

▪

Area 5: The Avenues area, Altona North; and

▪

Area 6: Belmar Avenue area, Altona.
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152. The Neighbourhood Character Study variously identifies that these areas of special
character contain a highly-intact group of dwellings that are exemplars of their era of
development and have a consistency in form, style, materials and rhythm.
153. PPN91 says that:

The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) can be used when the following criteria
can be met:
-

the proposed area exhibits existing characteristics that need to be protected, or
need to be changed in order to achieve a preferred character.

-

the area, relative to the rest of the municipality, can be demonstrated to require a
specific approach to neighbourhood character.

-

the application of local planning policy, the objectives and standards of clause 54
and clause 55 or variations to clause 54 and clause 55 in the schedule to the
residential zone will not meet the neighbourhood character objectives for that area.

The NCO should not be used as a ‘blanket’ control across the municipality. It should
be applied strategically to areas where variations to clause 54 and clause 55
standards fail to meet the specific objectives for neighbourhood character, and locally
tailored and rewritten standards are required and can be justified.
154. The most significant effect of the application of the NCO is that a permit is required for
demolition. A significant number of variations to ResCode standards are also proposed for
these schedules, in order to guide built form outcomes consistent with the areas’ special
character.
155. In terms of the use of statutory tools, it is clear to me that the NCO is the most appropriate
tool to be used to protect areas of identified special character (which this Neighbourhood
Character Strategy does).
156. My observations of these precincts confirmed that there is a significant degree of special
and intact character within these precincts that warrants protection.
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157. I also observed that the Council has sought to apply the NCO judiciously to the areas that
display a highly intact character.
158. It is my opinion that the use of the NCO in these circumstances is appropriate.
2.8 Will the amendment adequately provide for population growth ?
159. As I observed earlier in my evidence, a key policy direction within the Hobsons Bay Planning
Scheme is the need to manage the supply of new housing to meet population growth and
create a sustainable city. It also seeks to plan for new housing on a municipal basis across
a minimum 15-year time horizon (Clause 11.02-1S).
160. At Clause 11.02-1S, the Victorian government population projections are a policy guideline.
161. Victoria in Future 2019 (VIF2019) provide the current State Government population
projections across the state and are a policy guideline within the PPF.
162. PPN90 identifies that:

Planning authorities should use Victorian Government population projections and land
supply estimates when planning for population growth and managing housing
change.29
163. VIF2019 forecasts that the City of Hobsons Bay will have an estimated population of
120,598 residents in 2036.
164. The Housing Strategy estimates that the population of Hobsons Bay will be around 112,642
by 2036. It notes that:

The Housing Strategy is planning for around an additional 19,252 people over the
next 20 years, this equates to a demand for around 8,849 new homes (443 new
homes per annum to 2036).30

29
30

PPN90, p. 2.
Housing Strategy, Volume 3, p. 3.
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165. If the VIF2019 forecasts are correct, I estimate that Council will need to plan for additional
27,208 people (or approximately 7,954 more than accommodated within the Housing
Strategy).
166. This results in an estimated forecast dwelling demand (using VIF2019 household forecasts)
of approximately 11,163 homes (or approximately 2,314 more than anticipated within the
Housing Strategy).
167. I am not a demographer, so I am not qualified to comment on the reasons for the variation
between those figures. I do, however, accept that forecasts can vary and that, notably,
Council’s Housing Strategy was prepared prior to the release of the VIF2019 forecasts.
168. I have sought to satisfy myself that the municipality has sufficient housing supply to deliver
the forecast population growth expected, in line with State and regional policy at Clauses
11.02-1S and 16.01-1R, having regard to the VIF2019 forecasts.
169. This is not to say that the Council’s forecasts are ‘wrong’, but more that in the event that
the VIF2019 forecasts are ‘right’, that I can be satisfied that there is still sufficient supply in
the settings provided for by this amendment.
170. In this respect, I note that Volume 2 of the Housing Strategy includes a Housing Capacity
Assessment. The purpose of the Housing Capacity Assessment is to identify the potential
capacity for the supply of new housing in the municipality over the next 20 years, based on
an assessment of land use constraints and opportunities.
171. The capacity assessment modelled the proposed change areas and residential zone
application (including a consideration of the garden area requirements in the NRZ and
GRZ).
172. The analysis conservatively estimates that Hobsons Bay has opportunities to provide a net
gain of approximately 16,281 new dwellings over the forecast period. It further identifies
that approximately 60 per cent of housing opportunities will be within activity centres and
key opportunity sites, with the remaining 40 per cent to be gained through infill
opportunities.
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173. At face value, it appears that the available housing supply will still comfortably meet demand
(even having regard to VIF2019 forecasts).
174. While I am not qualified to comment from a land economics perspective, I consider that
there appears to be sufficient supply from a town planning perspective.
2.9 Does the drafting of the MPS and PPF follow relevant practice guidance?
175. I have considered the drafting of the MPS and the PPF having regard to key practitioner
guidance, including:
▪

The Ministerial Direction on the Form and Content of Planning Schemes;

▪

A Practitioner’s Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes; and

▪

The LPPF Translation Manual.

176. My assessment follows.
Municipal Planning Strategy
177. My findings on the Municipal Planning Strategy’s compliance with relevant practice
guidance is as follows:
▪

The MPS follows the structure outlined in the Ministerial Direction;

▪

The sub-headings that are adopted within Clauses 02.03 are consistent with the
Ministerial Direction;

▪

The Context section at Clause 02.01 provides a concise description of the
municipality’s regional settings. It outlines its high level geographic, demographic and
economic qualities. The language within this section is largely descriptive. The
Practitioner’s Guide encourages the Context clause to “represent both the
opportunities and challenges”. While there aren’t any real challenges that are outlined
at this clause, I do not consider that this is a significant failing of the clause;
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▪

The Vision outlined at Clause 02.02 provides a concise statement and vision for the
municipality. It is consistent with the guidance in the Practitioner’s Guide which says
that any vision be ‘narrower’ than a broader Council vision. The vision appropriately
focuses on land use and development and is consistent with relevant guidance;

▪

The Strategic Directions at Clause 02.03 outline the strategic context for policy areas.
The high-level policy intentions are set out at this section. The statements within the
Strategic Directions clause are appropriately broken into relevant subject areas by
sections. These sections appropriately align with PPF headings, which is the preferred
approach outlined in the Practitioner’s Guide;

▪

The Strategic Directions also provides guidance about the Council’s activity centre
hierarchy, opportunities for population growth and the important economic generators
within the municipality. This is consistent with guidance outlined in the Practitioner’s
Guide; and

▪

The Strategic Framework Plans are consistent with expectations outlined in the
Practitioner’s Guide to spatially show how the municipality is expected to change as a
result of the implementation of the planning scheme.

178. Overall, I am satisfied that the exhibited Municipal Planning Strategy meets the relevant
practice guidance.
The Planning Policy Framework
179. My observations on the local content of the Planning Policy Framework’s compliance with
the relevant practice guidance is as follows:
▪

The PPF structure for each sub-clause generally follows the requirements of the
Ministerial Direction;

▪

The PPF either generally translates relevant content from the existing MSS or emerging
strategic documents proposed to be implemented by this amendment;
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▪

At a broad level, local policy does not appear to contradict or repeat State or regional
policy; and

▪

The amendment is consistent with State and regional policy. Largely, the amendment
provides relevant local guidance that builds on State and regional policy.

180. Broadly, I am of the opinion that the PPF is consistent with relevant practice guidance.
181. I note that some submitters (Submitters 42 and 45 in particular) highlight that the Council’s
policy settings in relation to industrial land are based on the Industrial Land Management

Strategy (2008). The submitters consider that there is a pressing need to review the
strategy, particularly given emerging direction from MICLUP about significant industrial land
in the municipality.
182. The Council has identified that further strategic work is required in the Schedule to Clause
74.02. Particularly to:

Review the Industrial Land Management Strategy (City of Hobsons Bay, 2008) and
Industrial Development Design Guidelines (City of Hobsons Bay, June 2008).
183. I do not share the submitters’ concerns that a failure to undertake that work as part of this
amendment will necessarily ‘entrench’ the policy direction from the 2008 strategy and the
existing zoning controls.
184. There is a clear commitment from the Council to undertake the review of the Strategy.
Planning schemes, by their nature and design, are dynamic and should be responsive to
change.
185. In my view, when the relevant review is undertaken, there will be an appropriate opportunity,
if desirable, to undertake a planning scheme amendment to implement the findings of that
review.
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3. CONCLUSION
186. My conclusions are summarised below:
▪

Amendment C131hbay is strategically justified;

▪

The Housing Strategy and amendment appropriately articulate change designations for
residential land, consistent with guidance outlined in PPN90;

▪

The amendment proposes an appropriate zoning regime for residential land, having
regard to the guidance outlined in PPN90 and PPN91;

▪

The application of the Neighbourhood Character Overlay to land that has been
identified as having special character is appropriate; and

▪

The MPS and PPF have been appropriately drafted.

187. I have made all inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and that no matters of
significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Panel.

John Glossop FPIA
Director, Glossop Town Planning Pty Ltd
17 May 2021
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REQUIREMENTS UNDER PLANNING PANEL’S GUIDE TO EXPERT EVIDENCE
188. This statement is prepared by John Glossop, Glossop Town Planning Pty Ltd, Level 5, 111
Cecil Street, South Melbourne VIC 3205. I am a Director of the firm. The firm has been in
business since 1997.
189. I have a Bachelor of Arts (Urban Studies) Hons. I have been engaged in the following
positions and roles in my career as a planner including:
▪

Former planner with the Shire of Newham and Woodend (prior to its amalgamation with
the Macedon Ranges Shire).

▪

Strategic and Social Planning Manager, Shire of Melton until 1997.

▪

Sessional member, Planning Panels Victoria between 1997-2012.

190. I have sat as a Chairman or member on several planning scheme amendments, dealing
with a broad range of issues from high-rise housing in Williamstown, the redevelopment of
Pentridge Prison and the application of flooding overlays in the Mornington Peninsula Shire.
191. Sessional lecturer and tutor in strategic, statutory planning and urban studies at Victoria
University of Technology (1996-99) and lecturer in statutory planning Latrobe University
Bendigo (2000- 02).
▪

Member of the ResCode Advisory Committee 2000.

▪

I have considerable experience in statutory and strategic planning and new format
planning schemes.

192. My expertise to make this statement is based on a combination of my experience working
in metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria, an understanding of the site and my
experience as a planner in both the private and public sectors.
193. I have been instructed by Marcus Lane Group, acting on behalf of the Hobsons Bay City
Council to provide an opinion on the planning merits of Amendment C131hbay to the
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme.
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194. My office was not involved in the preparation of the amendment. I was engaged following
the referral of submissions to the Planning Panel.
195. I have relied on the documents referred to in the introduction section of my statement.
196. There were no tests undertaken in the preparation of this statement.
197. I was assisted in this statement by Matthew Gilbertson, Senior Associate.
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APPENDIX A: POLICY & PHYSICAL CONTEXT
The Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme
Planning Policy Framework

198. Within the Planning Policy Framework (the "PPF"), the following policies are considered
particularly relevant to this matter:
▪

Clause 11 'Settlement'.

▪

Clause 12 'Environment and Landscape Values'.

▪

Clause 13 'Environmental Risks and Amenity'.

▪

Clause 15 'Built Environment and Heritage'.

▪

Clause 16 'Housing'.

▪

Clause 17 Economic Development.

▪

Clause 18 'Transport'.

▪

Clause 19 'Infrastructure'.

199. I have considered each of these clauses in the preparation of my evidence. My assessment
of the relevant parts of these clauses is provided at Section 2 of this statement.
200. The following clauses within the Local Planning Policy Framework (the "LPPF") are
particularly relevant to this matter:
▪

Clause 21.01 'Introduction'.

▪

Clause 21.02 'Hobsons Bay Key Issues and Strategic Vision'.

▪

Clause 21.03 'Settlement'.

▪

Clause 21.05 'Environment'.
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▪

Clause 21.06 'Built Environment and Heritage.

▪

Clause 21.07 'Housing'.

▪

Clause 21.08 'Economic Development'.

▪

Clause 21.09 'Transport and Mobility'.

▪

Clause 21.10 'Infrastructure'.

▪

Clause 22.01 'Heritage Policy'.

▪

Clause 22.02 'Industry'.

▪

Cause 22.07 'Hobsons Bay West Neighbourhood Character Policy'.

▪

Cause 22.08 'Hobsons Bay North Neighbourhood Character Policy'.

▪

Cause 22.09 'Hobsons Bay South Neighbourhood Character Policy'.

▪

Cause 22.10 'Hobsons Bay East Neighbourhood Character Policy'.

▪

Clause 22.13 'Environmentally Sustainable Design'.

▪

Clause 22.13 'Neighbourhood Character Policy'.

201. I have considered each of these clauses in the preparation of my evidence. My assessment
of the relevant parts of these clauses is provided at Section 2 of this statement.
Physical Context
202. I have set out the municipality’s physical context in Section 2 of my statement.
203. I have a general awareness of the municipality and its geography.
204. In the preparation of my evidence, I have inspected particularly parts of the municipality to
consider whether the Housing Strategy has appropriately identified levels of change and
that the Neighbourhood Character Overlay has been applied effectively.
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205. These areas are set out on the aerial photographs below.

Aerial photograph, identifying site inspection areas (source: nearmap.com)

Laverton Station and Surrounds (source: nearmap.com)
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Spotswood minimal and incremental change residential areas (source: nearmap.com)
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Williamstown moderate change area (source: nearmap.com)

Proposed NCO1 and NCO2 areas (source: nearmap.com)
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NCO1 Area, Altona North (source: nearmap.com)
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NCO3 Area (source: nearmap.com)
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NCO4 Area (source: nearmap.com)

NCO5 Area (source: nearmap.com)
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APPENDIX B: THE AMENDMENT
206. Amendment C131hbay applies to all land municipality.
207. Amendment C131hbay to the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme proposes to:
▪

Replace the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and the Local Planning Policy
Framework (LPPF) at Clause 21 and 22 with a Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS), local
policies within the Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and revised local schedules to
zones, overlays, particular, general and operational provision, consistent with the
structure introduced by Amendment VC148.

▪

Introduce new residential zones across the municipality and apply Neighbourhood
Character Overlays to specific residential areas. The amendment also includes
recommendations from recently adopted strategies.

208. Specifically, the amendment proposes to:
▪

Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS)
o

Introduce a new MPS at Clause 02 based on content from Clauses 21 and 22
of the LPPF and the Activity Centres Strategy 2019, Biodiversity Strategy 20192024, Climate Adaption Plan 2013, Integrated Water Management Plan 2014,
Housing Strategy 2019, Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision, Economic
Development Strategy 2015, Experience Hobsons Bay Tourism Strategy 2019,
Integrated Transport Plan 2017-30, Open Space Strategy 2018 and Urban
Forest Strategy 2020.

▪

Planning Policy Framework
o

Introduce new and revised local policy content into the PPF at Clauses 11
(Settlement), 12 (Environmental and Landscape Values), 13 (Environmental
Risks and Amenity), 15 (Built Environment and Heritage), 16 (Housing), 17
(Economic Development), 18 (Transport) and 19 (Infrastructure) based on
content from Clauses 21 and 22 of the LPPF and Activity Centres Strategy
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2019, Biodiversity Strategy 2019-2024, Neighbourhood Character Study
2019, Integrated Transport Plan 2017-30, Housing Strategy 2019, Experience
Hobsons Bay Tourism Strategy 2019, Public Art Strategy 2016 and Urban
Forest Strategy 2020.
▪

Local Planning Policy Framework
o

Delete Clause 21.01 - 21.10 from the Municipal Strategic Statement and Local
Policies at Clause 22.01 - 22.13 as they have been translated into the MPS,
PPF and relevant local schedules.

▪

Zones
o

Rezone land within the municipality from General Residential Zone, Schedule 1
(GRZ1) to Residential Growth Zone, Schedule 1 as shown on Planning Scheme
Map Nos. 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18 and 19.

o

Rezone land within the municipality from General Residential Zone, Schedule 1
(GRZ1) to General Residential Zone, Schedules 2 - 8 (GRZ2 - GRZ8) as shown
on Planning Scheme Map Nos. 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
and 19.

o

Rezone land within the municipality from General Residential Zone, Schedule 1
(GRZ1) to Neighbourhood Residential Zone, Schedules 1 - 10 (NRZ1 - NRZ10)
as shown on Planning Scheme Map Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22;

o

Rezone 105-117 Blackshaws Road, Newport from General Residential Zone,
Schedule 1 (GRZ1) to Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) as shown on Planning
Scheme Map No 4.

o

Replace Schedule 1 to Clause 32.07 (Residential Growth Zone) with a new
schedule.
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o

Replace Schedule 1, 2 and 3 to Clause 32.08 (General Residential Zone) with
new schedules.

o

Insert Clause 32.09 (Neighbourhood Residential Zone) into the Hobsons Bay
Planning Scheme.

▪

Overlays
o

Replace the Schedule to Clause 43.01 (Heritage Overlay) with a new schedule
that includes application requirements previously contained at Clause 22.01
(Heritage) of the Local Planning Policy Framework.

o

Replace Schedule 14 to Clause 43.02 (Design and Development Overlay) with
a revised schedule to remove land at 222-238 Kororoit Creek Road,
Williamstown North as shown on Planning Scheme Map No. 10;

o

Insert Clause 43.05 (Neighbourhood Character Overlay) into the Hobsons Bay
Planning Scheme;

o

Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay, Schedule 1 to land at Freemans
Road and Cherry Avenue, Altona North as shown on Planning Scheme Map
Nos. 2 and 3.

o

Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay, Schedule 2 to land at The
Avenues, Altona North as shown on Planning Scheme Map Nos. 3 and 9.

o

Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay, Schedule 3 to land at Belmar
Avenue, Altona as shown on Planning Scheme Map Nos. 14 and 15.

o

Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay, Schedule 4 to land at Chifley
Avenue, Altona as shown on Planning Scheme Map Nos. 15 and 16.

o
▪

Apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay, Schedule.

Particular Provisions
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o

Replace the Schedule to Clause 52.28 (Gaming) with a new schedule that
includes content previously contained at Clause 22.12 (Gaming) of the Local
Planning Policy Framework.

o

Operational Provisions

o

Amend the Schedule to Clause 72.04 (Documents Incorporated into this
Planning Scheme) to include a number of heritage design guidelines as
incorporated documents.

o

Replace the Schedule to Clause 72.08 (Background Documents) with a new
schedule that consolidates and updates all background documents from
Clauses 21 and 22 of the Local Planning Policy Framework and recently
adopted Council policy.

o

Introduce a new Schedule to Clause 74.01 (Application of Zones, Overlays and
Provisions) to provide an explanation of the relationship between the municipal
objectives, strategies and controls on the use and development of land in the
planning scheme. The schedule consolidates all planning scheme
implementation actions from Clause 21 of the Local Planning Policy
Framework.

o

Introduce a new Schedule to Clause 74.02 (Further Strategic Work) that
consolidates all further strategic work actions from Clause 21 of the Local
Planning Policy Framework.
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APPENDIX C: MY INSTRUCTIONS
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Marcus Lane Group
4 March 2021

FROM

TO

Adeline Lane
adeline.lane@marcuslanegroup.com.au
+61 438 123 026

John Glossop
Director
Glossop Town Planning
john@glossopco.com.au

Principal
Adeline Lane

Amendment C131hbay to the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme
Fee proposal request
Dear John
We are instructed to act for Hobsons Bay City Council (Council) in respect of planning scheme
amendment C131hbay (Amendment) to the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme for which Council is the
planning authority.
Amendment
1.

2.

In broad terms, The Amendment proposes:
1.1

replacing the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and the Local Planning Policy
Framework (LPPF) at Clause 21 and Clause 22 of the Hobsons Bay Planning
Scheme (Scheme) with a Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS), local policies within
the Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and revised local schedules to zones,
overlays, particular, operational and general provisions, consistent with the
structure introduced by Planning Scheme Amendment VC148 to the Scheme
(Amendment VC148); and

1.2

introducing new residential zones across the municipality and apply
Neighbourhood Character Overlays to specific residential areas.

The Amendment is informed by the following policies previously adopted by Council:
2.1

A Fair Hobsons Bay for All 2019-23

2.2

Activity Centre Strategy 2019

2.3

Affordable Housing Policy Statement 2016

2.4

Biodiversity Strategy 2017-22

2.5

Community Greenhouse Strategy 2013-30

2.6

Economic Development Strategy 2015-20

2.7

Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision
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2.8

Housing Strategy 2019

2.9

Integrated Transport Plan 2017-30

2.10

Living Hobsons Bay: Integrated Water Management Plan 2014-19

2.11

Neighbourhood Character Study 2019

2.12

Open Space Strategy 2018

2.13

Public Art Strategy 2016-20

2.14

Sustainable Tourism Strategy 2019-24

2.15

Urban Forest Strategy 2020

Background
3.

At its ordinary meeting of 13 August 2019, Council resolved to adopt new residential zones
and prepare the Amendment to implement the work underpinning the new zones including
(among others) the Housing Strategy, Housing Framework Plan, Neighbourhood Character
Study and Activity Centres Strategy.

4.

The Newport Structure Plan area was subsequently excised on the basis the Newport
Structure Plan was underway and it was determined any refinement to zones would be
finalised through that process.

5.

Following the adoption of the new zones, DELWP advised Council due to the extent of
changes required to the Scheme, the Amendment could not progress until the Scheme was
first translated into the new state format introduced by Amendment VC148.

6.

The Amendment VC148 translation of the Scheme started in October 2019 and comprised
restructuring of the Scheme to align with the new format and the introduction of new policy
content from existing adopted Council policies set out above.

7.

In addition to restructuring and updating the Scheme, DELWP advised changes were also
required to the adopted housing policy to respond to Planning Practice Note No. 90 (PPN90)
and Planning Practice Note No. 91 (PPN91), published in December 2019. As you’re aware
PPN90 and PNN91 guidance on how to plan for housing growth, protect neighbourhood
character and use the residential zones to implement strategic work.

8.

A comprehensive summary of the proposed restructure of the Scheme and proposed
residential zones is set out from page 31 of Council’s meeting agenda dated 11 August 2020
forming part of your electronic brief.

9.

At its ordinary meeting on 11 August 2020, Council resolved to (among other things):
9.1

readopt the updated New Residential Zones, Neighbourhood Character Study
2019, Activity Centres Strategy 2019, Housing Strategy 2019 and Housing
Framework Plan, updated to align with Planning Practice Notes 90 and 91 released
in December 2019, to progress to exhibition and public consultation;

9.2

note the Newport Structure Plan and Inner Newport Heritage Gap Study areas
have been excised from the New Residential Zones with updates to be made
following completion of the Inner Newport Heritage Gap Study and the subsequent
Newport Structure Plan process;
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9.3

adopt the revised Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme that has been translated into the
new Victorian Government format and is required to support the implementation of
the New Residential Zones; and

9.4

request Ministerial authorisation to prepare and exhibit the Amendment.

10.

On 14 October 2020, Council received Ministerial authorisation to prepare and exhibit the
Amendment subject to a number of conditions.

11.

Among other things, condition 1(f) required Council to remove the reference to the
Neighbourhood Character Precinct Brochures as a background document in clause 72.08.
This is because the brochures were not updated in accordance with PPN90 and PPN91.

12.

The Amendment was exhibited between 11 November 2020 and 23 December 2020.

13.

In response to exhibition, Council received 54 submissions. 46 of the submissions object to
the Amendment and 8 of the submissions were in support of the Amendment.

14.

A directions hearing is provisionally listed for the week starting 12 April 2021.

15.

A panel hearing is provisionally listed for the week starting 24 May 2021.

Instructions
16.

You are instructed to:
16.1

review the exhibited material for the Amendment including the relevant background
documentation;

16.2

consider and express opinions about whether you support Council’s position in
pursuing the Amendment in its exhibited form. Specifically you are asked to
consider whether Council’s residential zone translation (in particular the Schedules
and policies) respond appropriately to PPN90 and PPN91;

16.3

review the submissions received in response to exhibition of the Amendment; and

16.4

respond to the issues raised in the opposing submissions and consider Council
officer’s proposed response to opposing submissions.

17.

We ask that you nominate a convenient time to convey your preliminary opinions in a virtual
meeting, preferably in the week just before Easter. We would be grateful of your written
summary, if instructed, on or around 29 March 2021 (being prior to the directions hearing).

18.

In the event you support Council’s position you will be asked to:

19.

18.1

prepare an expert evidence statement responding to the submissions received in
response to exhibition of the Amendment; and

18.2

appear as Council’s witness at the panel hearing.

Your evidence statement should be prepared in accordance with the PPV Guide to Expert
Evidence.

Fee proposal
20.

Before starting any work, we ask you provide us with an electronic copy of your fee proposal
for the requested scope of work (preferably in two stages) for our client’s consideration and
approval.
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21.

We ask you also provide a schedule of fees and rates in the event you are required to
perform additional tasks in future relating to this matter.

Your accounts
22.

If your fee proposal is approved, all accounts for this matter must be referred directly to
Marcus Lane Group and marked to the attention of Simon D’Angelo.

Maintaining client legal privilege and confidentiality
23.

The advice you are being asked to provide may be relied on for any future hearing or
litigation and for the purposes of providing legal advice to our client. You must as far as
legally possible treat all communications relating to the scope of works as confidential and
subject to client legal privilege.

Other matters
24.

We enclose a copy of the exhibited material together with the heritage citations.

25.

Please contact Simon D’Angelo on +61 447 486 441 if you have any questions or require
any further information to assist you in preparing your preliminary opinion.

Yours sincerely

Adeline Lane
Principal

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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Index of documents
1.

Exhibited material
•

Explanatory report and instruction sheet

•

MPS

•

PPF

•

Zones and Schedules

•

Overlays and Schedules

•

Particular provision

•

Operational provisions

•

Background documents

•

Incorporated documents

2.

Council agenda and minutes dated 11 August 2020

3.

Ministerial authorisation dated 14 October 2020

4.

Submissions

5.

Summary of submission and proposed Council officer response

6.

Document showing translation of current Scheme provisions, MMS review clauses and PPF
clauses

7.

Proposed PPF as exhibited (with tracking)
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